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The Murr;ly State News
March 9, 2000

Racer Gold expands options
for upperclasstnen on catnpus
BY MORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Starting next year, juniors, seniors and
graduate students are eligible for the
Racer Gold program, which slashes in half
the cost of the most popular meal plans
for upperclassmen who opt to live in the
residential colleges in a private room. The
total package will be $1,465.
"We have a cost analysis to show why
we are the better deal," Paula Hulick,
director of Housing, said. "We feel we can
offer convenience and better staff, and it's
proven that people who live at least two
years on campus are more likely to graduate and feel connected to the University."
However, juniors who are expecting
major savings compared to their freshman
year may be disappointed. The "Murray
State University Fact Book" shows a 25
percent increase in private room costs
during the past two years. This combined
with the regular rise in meal plan costs
results in only $135 .savings.
This plan is particularly timely for the
University in the wake of Murray Place,

which will offer 503 luxury apartments
next fall at $300 a month. A private room
on campus averages $350 a month.
"Certainly, it will be another competition," Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said. "E\'ery apartment
complex is another competitor. Murray
Place is a different kind of option. It obviously is a product that has worked in
other places."
Fortunately, these savings are not the
only benefits of Racer Gold. Tho~e taking
advantage of the plan get "first option" on
used textbooks. This gives those who sign
up for Racer Gold the first chance to buy
used textbooks from the University Store,
providing they purchas.? a pre-packaged
plan.
The pre-package plan requires students
to tum in their schedule for the next
semester before the current semester b
over and pre-pay for their books.
"It's an excellent deal for students,"
University Store Director Jack Vaughn
.said. "There's always more demand for
used books than new ones, and we always
end up having a shortfall in used texts."
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• PoliceBeat
THURSDAY, MARCH 2

FRIDAY, MARCH 3

9:42 a.m. An abandoned
bicycle was brought to Public Safety by the Housing
office. It was blocking a stairwell.
11:45 a.m. Emergency Medical Services were dispatched to faculty Hall for a
student having a seizure.
2:05 p.m. A stolen vehicle
was located at Franklin College. The vehicle was turned
over to the Murray Police
Department.
2:46 p.m. A male panhandling on campus was located in the Calloway Street Jot.
The subject was identified
and adviSt.>d not to return to
campus.
4:11 p.m. Tht' Student Government Association reported the theft of its phone.
4:31 p.m. There was a parking problem at Elizabeth
College.
9:2? p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested Murray State Police to White Col-

8:04a.m. There was a report
of reckless driving on Chestnut Street.
4:16p.m. A car was reported
lost. It was located at 16th
and Ryan streets.
7:46 p.m. A student reported
a pos.c;ible theft.
8:28 p.m. Subjects at
Franklin College who were
causing a disturbance were
gone upon arrival.
8:30p.m. Theft reports were
needed at Elizabeth College.
Three students reported
thefts which occurred last
month.

lege.

SATURDAY, MARCH 4
2:36 a.m. A non-injury accident was reported on Chestnut Street.
9:53 a.m. People were stuck
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center elevator. TheM urray Fire
Department was notified.
11:08 a.m. An alarm was
triggered at the National
Scouting Museum.
2:04 p.m. Disruptive stu-

4:25 a.m. An officer responded to a sprinkler alarm at
Hester College. Everything
was OK.
9:41 p.m. An unruly student
from Fulton was removed
(rom a bus at RSEC.

MONDAY, MARCH 6
8:02 a.m. A fire alarm was
triggered at Regents College.
The Murray Fire Department was notified. It was
accidentally set off.
12:38 p.m. A fire alarm was
triggered at Hart College.
The Murray Fire Department was notified. The contractor had triggered it.
7:56 p.m. A noise complaint
was registered at Hart College. The resid~nce director
advised the music would be
over by 9 p.m.
9:03 p.m. A fire alarm was

•

Racer Escorts: 11
Motorist Assists: 11

Crime Prt•velltion Tip: If your
car is bumped by mwlltl.'r, do11't
immediiltely jump out and
check for damage. Watch the
other drirlf?r. If you arl' lltiCOmfortable, motion for him or Iter
to drive to n more public place,
such as a police or fire station.
Police Beslt is compiled each
week by Morgan Hardy, assistallt news editor, from materials available at Public Stifety.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 7

10:23 a.m. A sprinkler alarm
was triggered at Hester College.
11:17 a.m. The smell of marijuana was reported in Elizabeth College. Nothing was
found.

$12..50 Per Mont h

-No Busy Signals
•NO SETUP FEES

4

triggered at Richmond College. The Murray Fire
Department was advised. It
was set off by birthday candles.

SUNDAY, MARCH 5
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dents were in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
6:12 p.m. Juveniles were
asked to leave the Expo area.
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(Behind Curtis
May's Studio)
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(270) 753-6361
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Question Faculty salary discrepancies trouble student
he
Week
What do you think of
Murray State's
cafeteria food?

,

11

1 LIKE SLOPPY

JOES. THEY'RE

IL

JUST SO SLOPPY
AND lUKE MY
SANDWICHES
SLOPPY. "

B RIAN M EURER

freshman. MIJfray

All nght, I adnut 1t. It's a deep dark
secret l have, but I'm going to share it
now, here, in "The Murray State
News."
I like the flowers, too.
(Except for the ones in the middle of
the parking lot in front of Hester College. There's a lot to be said for natural
beautyinsteadofanasphaltjungle,but
I could've parked there!)
The merits of the aesthetic improvements to Murray State's campus, however, seem to be the only point of
agreement I can find with Morgan
Hardy's article March 3.
Hardy admits Alexander is a poor
"campus Leader," but I take issue with
many of his administrative de-cbions.
Murray State revels in its performance in "U.S. News .md World
Report'' rankings, but because of many
of the administrative decisions Alexander has made, those rankings are in
dire jeopardy.
On average, incoming professors at
Murray State make less than many
public school teachers. That is a travt-s-ty.
lawyers have about six years of
education and usually make six-figure
salaries. Doctors have about eight
years of preparation before entering

mto thetr typtcally lucrative profess10n.
Educators with Ph.D.s, however, often
go through as many as 12 years of
schooling before entering the job market.
And professors at Murray Stare have
a starting salary of$35,000a year.
For an average family of four with
two cars and a mortgage payment,
well ... it just doesn't figure very prettily. I'm all for a decent printer in ''The
Murray State News" newsroom, but I
hardly think professors are greedily
choosing the interior features on their
"annual BMW," as Hardy contended.
Professors want a decent living, not
BMWs.
In fact, students at Murray State
must consider how much their professors must genuinely love teaching
them; otherwise, they would have little
reason to stay here.
One professo! said in comparison
with similar regional universities, profcssors at Murray State are among the
Lowest paid in the entire nation.
Because of this gap, many professors
are leaving this school in droves for
better opportunities at other schools
and even jobs in the private sector.
In fact, the faculty members with the
highest course loads are among the

lowest pa1d m the entire Umvers1ty.
This includes the College of Humanistic Studies.
History, English and foreign Ianguage professors ,,re positively overloaded because all students must tclke
classes like CIV 101 and 102 in the history department, HUM 201 and 202
and ENG 101 and 102 in the English
department (talk about course overload!) and all students seeking a bacl1elor of arts mttst take four semesters of
a foreign language.
Yet the gap in pay between these
departments and the departments in,
say, the College of Industry and Technology, is startling. According to the
1999-200) Operating Budget of Murray State University, a lt.>eturer in the
English department makes $8,562
while a lecturer for the agriculture
department makes $26,600.
This situation is compounded, however, by the way pay raist.'S are dispersed: faculty salari~ are raises periodically by percentages. So, like thirdworld countries, the gaps behveen the
"rich" and the "poor" just keep getting
bigger, but the University is the real
loser.
The solution is simple, but hard to
execute: let's foster some respect. Once

" I LIKE
I

WINSLOW.

JUST CAN'T GET
ENOUGH OF

,-~~~

LORETTA,
NORMA SUE

T IM B ARGAR
sopno~~Paducah
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COSTS, IT'S
REALLY NOT
THAT BAD."
freshman, Murray

1 DO liKE THE

WAY THEY HAVE

---

DINNERS. "

T ANA K ONEHANN

junior, Metropolis. Ill

"IT COULD BE
BETTER. MAYBE
THEY SHOULD
CONSIDER
SERVING 'REAL'
B RANDON SOl.LfRS

A LYSON

McNurr
"PROFESSORS
WANTA
DECENT LIVING,
NOT

BMWs."

Alyson McN1111 is 11 copy rdttor for "'nte
Murray State Nf'i.t'S."

Students have raised
concerns the Murray
Police Department is
unfairly harassing students.
Does that seem
uncommon?
How
many people were
chased off parking lots
in high school because
the cops felt "those
crazy kids" were causing trouble?
Things are different
now. This is college.
Students are supposed
to have the most freedom they have ever
experienced. It is natura], to a degree, for
college students to
take it a step too far.
So of course the
department
police
wou ld feel it necessary
to keep a careful eye
on what is going on at
the University.

REASONABLE

HOLIDAY

My View

Students need
to be responsible

" FoR ITS

11

the adm~n~~tratJon acknowledges 1ts
largest dcp;utments are l1boring undPr
the weight of heavy course lo.1ds and
paltry salaries, maybe. just maybe. they
could respect these professors enough
to open a dialogtw.
So next time MACF.ChilirTenyStrieter or Associate Professor of history
Bill Schell tries to explain to the cam·
ptt<: community what exactly they are
"complaining" about, listen. This University is the heart and soul of the Murray community, and its citizens should
realize the heart and soul of this Uni·
versity, its professors, are getting disrespt.'Cted and ignored.
So yeah, the flowers are pretty. RealLy. And I loved the Christmas decorations. I thlnk it was a wonderful thing
for the University to do.
It would be ewn more wonderful,
though, if the faculty weren't constantly ignored and dismissed .1s "whin·
ers." They are highly educated professionals who endure bclow-un·rage
salaries to provide students with a
quality educatton. I just hope, for the
University's sake, the administration
begins to pay heed to these problems.

TACOS. "

The police officers
have a job to do. That
includes preventing
drunk drivers from
causing accidents.
The best way to prevent getting into trouble with the police is
to . stay oul of trouble.
Make sure there is a
designated
driver.
Everyone has one
friend who doesn't
drink; take him along.
As surprising as it
may seem, police officers arc also hum,1n
beings. If they think
college kids are rowdy
drunks who cause
trouble, prove them
wrong.

Our View
Issue:
MANY STUDENTS
BELIEVE THE
M URRAY Pouce

DEPARTMENT
THEM FOR
VIOLATING
THE LAW.

PostTION:

THE POLICE ARE
HERE TO DO A
JOB, TO KEEP THE

CAMPUS AND
TOWN SAFE.

Prove to them college students are worthy of the responsibility bestowed upon
them.

seniof M.mon. IU

Jeremy Edwards/The News
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Your VieWS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In r.eference to joe Dacus' editorithat a society of critics is "not a
•

Student has many
'compliments and criticisms'

To the Editor:

I have some compliments and
some criticisms. As a compliment, I
enjoyed your editorials on john
Rocker and on the exploitation of
women in the Feb. 25 issue and
some of the other articles you've
had in the last two issues.
As a criticism, "The Murray State
News" has been mostly oblh·ious to
national and glob<~ I issues as well as
human rights issues. However,
recent issues of "The News" have
shown that you are perhaps becoming more cosmopolitan. I hope this
pattern continues.
I particularly enjoyed Alyson
M<;Nutt's editorial ,1bout how
women in our society continue to be
stereotyped, exploited and degrad ed. Many women are afraid to
speak out about this becau!'ie, as she
pointed out, we are often labeled as
being "angry" (ilnd there's nothing
wrong with being angry, by the
way}, "antisocial" or, our favorite
nonsensical word, " ieminazis." I
commend McNutt's courage.

al on John Rocker, I'd like to point
out that while Dacus may disagree
with the measures being taken by
Rocker's superiors, his First
Amendment rights are not technically being violated because the situation is being dealt with privately,
not legal1y.
Let's use the recent controversy
over Darin Shock's cartoons as
another example. In order for something to be censored, the government has to place a ban on it, which
means it cannot be distributed at all.
Material can be barmed on a federal,
state or local level.
If "The News" were to discontinue Shock's cartoons for whatever
reJson, not that I'm suggesting it
should, then Shock would not be
censored because he would still
have the opportunity to solicit his
material to other publications.
Private publications have the
right to tum down any material
they don't want and this is not censorship. Only the government has
the power to censor.
Lisa Baker
Sophomore
Bloomington, Ill.
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Contributor: 'Highly
annoyed' by mistakes
To the Editor:

I was h ighly annoyed (for lack
of a better ter m) at the copy editor's typographical errors in my
opinion column in the March 3
issue of "The Murray State
News." I am not usually one to
respond to minor problems in
the publication process (it happens), but I feel that the mistakes
misconstrued my message and
damaged its intent.
For instance, I am attr.i buted
with writing that there was no
respect "for me, the customer or
the university." The original
comment<1ry I submitted to "The
Murray State News" stated that
there was no respect for me, the
customer of the university. (By
the way, as much <ls you might
argue otherwise, the university
is simply a corporation that tries
to insist it is not.) This was not
the only problem with the article,
howe,•er.
In the closing statement of the
article, I am written as claiming

worthwhile end perhaps, but
certainly not an enlightened end
either." 1f anyone can cxpl<lin
exactly what this phrast• means, I
would be etcrnolly grateful. My
original draft closed with this
line of ""'it, "Not a worthwhile
end perhaps, but certainly not an
unenlightened end either."
Much better, huh?
In dosing, I know my problems with "The Murrny State
Ne\vs" are n o t big or not the first
of their kind, but J also feel they
are a signal of a much deeper
problem. "The Murr,,y State
News" has been lux at bes t in its
recent prc1cticc of journalism;
v11ith amended pres s releases,
misinterpreted llUotes and editorial cartoons that only show blatant opinion. Seriou~ measures
need to be tJken Ln improve it or
else it will earn a place in store
counters alongside ''The Nation·
al Enquirer" nnd "The Wet!kly
World Nt.•ws."

Joseph Penct:'
Senior
Owensboro

Write to us

"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
a nd letters to
the editor.
letters should
be 300 words
or fewer and
must be signed.
Contributors
should include
addresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification,
title or
relationship
to the
University.
"The Murray
State News"
rest:rves the
right to edit for
style, length
and content.

OPIED
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Some tradition needs to stay in high-tech world
Computers don' t scare me. It is
the people who becom~ addicted
to the machines' capabilities, the
Internet and the fast-paced
lifestyle who scare me.
From a personal and professional perspective, I like computers. I
like designing newspaper pages
on them, rather than cutting and
pasting the copy, captions, headlines and pictures individually like
I did in high school.
I like communicating with my
friends at different colleges using
~mail and America Online lnst<lnt
Messenger. Sometimes my good
friend at Southern Ulinois University calls me via Dial Pad on the
Internet ... for free. And most of all,
I like feeling completely connected
to a world of information.
But l don't like it when people
always choose e-mailing over the
traditional art of letter writing. I
would rather people not choose

playing a computer game, whkh
can be played at any other time,
over human interaction, which is
definitely invaluable and can not
be recreated.
You know, playing a game of
Euchre on the Internet is not the
same as laughing and talking
while playing with tangibl~ cards,
with friends sitting right there.
AU of the::.e substitutions of the
trendy for the traditional make
people demanding because they
expect life to function at the speed
of a supercomputer. Slowing
down and resting really isn't a bad
thing.
_
I
think the
technological
advances in our society both help
and hurt the organizational world.
In some cases it is good people
can work from home.
For instance, my boss from last
summer at the community newspaper in my hometown recently

5TuD f NTs,
Do NoT FLEe

adopted a baby. His wife has a job
that demands her presence in the
office, but he is a sports writer. He
will continue to cover the games
and events he is responsible for,
but then do most of his writing
and page designing on his computer at home.
In a matter of seconds, he can get
his work back to the office, which
is 30 minutes from his home. The
newspaper can still be successful,
and he and his wife will not have
to depend on a daycare center to
raise their child during the work
day.
Communication is chan"g ing,
becoming less interpersonal and
much more electronic. It is faster,
but less personal. It is efficient, but
isolating. It is constant, but maybe
too constant.
Corporate communication is
integrating with interpersonal
communication in our lives. Like

GET ~N t': ~ U~INATE: oN Tt\~
l?A\N£'/ T STATU£

.•• Oj2.

Valerie Perugini said in "Anytime,
Anywhere: The Social Impact of
Emerging Communication Technology,'' communication does just
that - takes place anytime and
anywhere. She proceeds to suggest
clearer lines need to be drawn
between people's professional and
personallives.
People need to remember what
is important - some like to reach in
the mailbox, their "real" mailbox,
and get a card of encouragement
hidden somewhere beneath the
bills and credit card offers; others
like to receive an unexpected longdistance phone call, knowing they
are worth 10 cents per minute; others like to see their boss when they
have successfully completed c1 task
and receive a literal pat on the
back, instead of an e-mail explaining the next p roject.
I agree with what Norman Nie, a
Stanford professor on political sci-

Gr; PET THE- ~1ic.~u..Y
CHALLC:NG-Et> Gf't;£;Ti N(:r GUY AT
WAt.L.Y WoRL-D,
-·· of<

1f\EI<E ARE. fiENTY oF

1HtNGs To

Qvu<

!); 1-\E~E

Sp~I N(r BI<EAK,

ence and d irector of the Institute
for Quantitative Study of Society,
said in a ''Washington Post" article: "We' re moving from a world
in which you know all your neigh·
bors, see all your friends, interact
with lots of different people every
day, to a functional world, where
interaction takes place at a distance. Can you get a hug, a warm
voice, over the Internet?''
No, there are certain things that
only remain present in physical
interaction. But then I remind
myself, technology has taken our
society to new levels of knowledge
and opened our eyes to things we
could only imagine before.
And ironically. this commentary
began as a weekly journal entry J
had to e-mail to my COM 384 professor for class credit.

In My

Opinion

KRISTIN H IU
"IN SOME
CASES IT IS
GOOD PEOPLE
CAN WORK
FROM HOME.' '

Kristin Hill is a copy editor for ''The
Murray State Nt'WS."

City workers
need to be
more sociable

The employees for the Department
of Motor Vehicles and the citv utilities
workers must have been trai~ed at the
same school of courtesy. They know,
much like the public: knows, there are
no other options for the services they
DRI~~ Afr;VNt> lOWM LAT~ 1\1 NltrHT
PR.Af-Trct; 5\-\ooTtNG- N~Ff ~K~TBI\LL provide.
(o DoUI ~~ ~ CouNT TH~
5o 11-\AT ()Nt;: 'DAY
100 CMl Bs
My encounter began when the snow
~ CoUNT \-\oW MllN~ 1iN1t.S Tr\&
TE~TH oN T~~
VANC~i25
thawed
last month. I noticed a large
... Of<.
1 Folil9
RJll '/(}J oVf,F foj<. ~~SoN-patch of water that was not evaporat}\JST ~~C.A.vS~ TH~Y CAN ... of?ing from my y.ud. As the days passed,
the water spread and my yard and driveway became a lagoon.
My roommate and I soon discovered
it was an internal problem, so we
called a plumber. :rhe man who
arrived (quite punctually) introduced
himself and proceeded to describe the
"situation." After an hour of work, he
told us the problem was the city pipes
and the city workers would need to fix
it.
The plumber was efficient and courteous. He had to be because he knew I
could always call another plumber for
services. The city employees were not
so kind.
They arrived at 7 a.m., before I had
Well, I haven' t had to defuse any mail Jnd wenching than policy and proce- dent body four times: the Hester ColIn
even had my coffee, much less showbombs yet. Considering my admittedly dure.
lege fire, the RSEC dedication, the
ered. They only knocked on the door
bold statements, I think that's a pretty
Time passed. And as it progressed, I Decemb~r graduation and the May
once at 9 a.m. to scold my unsuspectbig accomplishment.
got the creeping sense 218 Wells Hall graduation. In that time, pray tell, how
ing roommate for using the facilities.
But I made a promise last week, and r was much less a room than a tower, and many meetings do you think he had
Because I did not get the names of anv
plan to deliver. It's time to bust Univer- Alexander was doing his best to paint it with the faculty?
of the se\·en workers at my house, ·I
sity President Kern Alexander down a nice shade of ivory. My creepings
When I was freshman senator, how
nicknamed the leader "Earl."
from the small pedestal I built for him became certainties when I heard the many times did he come to SGA meetEarl was not a slight man and he did
in my last commentary.
dedication of the Regional Special ings to hear students' concerns? None.
all the talking for the group.
I could tell all was not well in Events Center.
When l was on my residential college
"Now we're working out here and
Mudville when my first semester
For 20 minutes I heard Alexander council, how many times did he come
you
don't need to be using the water in
Alexander was a no-show at my fresh- expound on what RSEC was going to to see how his pet project, the residenMORGAN HARDY
there," he said. "We've got a big hole
man orientation almost two years ago. do for the community of Murray, wh at tial college system, was faring? None.
dug in the driveway and you just
Some
boilerplc1te excuse was reelt'Ci off RSEC was going to do for bringing
How often have you seen Alexander
" IT'S JUST LIKE
made that boy get wet up to hi-.
for the absence, and r didn't think too money into the University and how city around campus?
knees."
McDoNALD's.
much of it at the time. After all, what officials, community businesses and,
It's just like McDonald's. You're the
I knew they were there working on
You'RE THE
did I care that an administrator decided lc.st we forget, the Board of Regents ones being ~erved . And you should be
the
sewer lines, but my rationalization
to go play a round of golf rather than were to be commended . And in those 20 able to expect to see the manager more
ONES BEING
was
if they needed any special assisspeak to a bunch of snot-nos~d high minutes, I decided Alexander was not than four times a year.
SERVED."
tance,
they would have contacted us. I
school seniors? Even I, one of the more serving the students.. He was serving
thought
if we were not allowed to use
morose of our ignorant but happy band himself. .
the
water,
someone (Earl) would have
(my first schedule was 21 hours), was
The entirety of my first year at Mur- Morgan Hardy is the assistallt news editor
told
us
sooner.
considerably more interested in wine ray State, Alexander addressed the stu- for "Tite Murray State News."
I was still cordial with them at this
point, and I asked him to tell me the
problem and give me some estimation
of completion time. Instead, he said
they were going to "dig it up and fix
it." It might be done that afternoon.
In
Top six quotes heard around the Spring Break and dreading a midterm.
After that, communication was halted.
Right now I just want to go to sleep.
campfire this week.
They finished the job !-iOmelime that
lt's Tuesday. It's 4:21 p.m. The day
But I know I have to keep going.
6 "SEMO sucks!"
hasn't even begun.
I need caffeine bad. But caffeine afternoon with no sign of a return visit.
5. "Murray Stnte sucks!"
l like capitalism bL'Cause of the choicI woke up at 6 a.m. today. For lack of makes my stomach go crazy. I haven' t
4. "What the hell is that damn siren cl better reason, I woke up because I been able to drink any soft drink es. 1 don't go to rc~taurants when the
noise?"
couldn't go back to sleep. I spent all stronger than 7Up lately. One cup of servers are jerks, nor will I get my oil
3. (A personal topic) "Closed prac- morning fulfilling an obligation for my coffee wouldn't be bad, I suppose.
changed at the automotive places that
tice? The d oor's open up there and you "other'' job and try ing to call other
I really want to stay awake without treat me like a child. But, when it
have people walking around the track. members of my staff and making them caffeine. It's going to be a hard struggle, comes to services offered by the city or
Looks pretty open to me. "
aware the paper comes out on Thursday no matter how much I want to go to the state, I do not have a choice.
2. " Looks like (professional golfer) this week. Right now I just want to go to sleep.
It does not take extra time to be
Notah Begay III got a pretty stiff sen- sleep.
GREG STARK
polite,
nor does it takt• a course in pubBut I know I have to keep going.
tence in the slammer."
lic
relations
to know how to smile. I
But I know I have to keep going.
Besides, sleep is boring anyway. What
" R IGHT NOW I
And the No. 1 answer, as always ...
I have to design pages. I have to make can you do in your sleep anyway? You know the peoplt.' in the DMV and the
1. "Hi Mom! Send money."
sure all the copy for my s~ction is in on can dream, but when you wake up, you city workers could be more amicable,
JUST WANT TO
As I write this, I am sitting in my little time. I have to complete that midterm.
know it isn't real. You can walk in your but they do not have to. It makes me
GO TO SLEEP.,
comer of the world, wishing I could be
Today has drained me so much. r sleep, but if I walked far J would fall fear the Wai-Mart workers after the
out playing golf at Sullivan's (cha- wc1nt to go h~lme and sleep. At one do·wn .stairs and break some bones. So I company takes over the world.
ching), sippirog my Powerade (cha- point during the day, J wanted to make think it is best if I keep going.
ching) and driving my golf cart. But a trip to the "pow-wow safe" used in
instead I'm in here writing this column, the motion picture "Reindeer Games." Greg St11rk is t!Ie viewpoint editor of "Tite {emzifer Saclumwski is tlte editor in chief
thinking about what I'm going to do But I can' t. I must persevere.
for "Tile Murray Slate News."
Murray State News."
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Alexander serves himself, not students
My
Opinion

Easy week turns out to be stressful
My
Opinion

-

jENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

"I

KNEW THEY

--wERE THERE
WORKING ON
THE SEWER
LINES, BUT MY
RATIONALIZATION WAS IF
THEY NEEDED
ANY SPECIAL
ASSISTANCE,
THEY WOULD
HAVE
CONTACTED US.
I THOUGHT If
WE WERE NOT
ALLOWED TO
USE THE WATERt
SOMEONE
WOULD HAVE
TOLD US
SOONER."
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Reorganization prompts Wendt's resignation Sororities petition
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
NEWS EDITOR

Teo WENDT
dean of the College
of Ftne Arts arxJ
Communication

"AT THIS POINT
IN MY CAREER

I fElT I WAS
WORTH SOMETHING AS AN
ADMINISTRATOR."

Dean of the College of Fine Arts and
Communication Ted Wendt said the
deterioration of lhe college has caused
him to resign from Murray State.
"If you want to compart• the college to
a building, it has been taken apart brick
by brick and been reassembled into other
buildings," Wendt said.
Wendt, who has been a part of Murray
State for the past four ycJrs, said if he,
stayed he would be a professor of theater.
"Since there is no College, there is no
sense in having a dean," Wendt said.
Wendt said he did consider sta)·ing on
as a professor.
"At this point in my career, r felt I w.1~
worth something liS an adminislrJtor,"
Wendt said.
Wendt has taken a position as the dean

of the College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire.
"We are aU happy for him, probably
em•ious b more like it," David Balthrop,
director of theater, said.
Wendt said he is anxious about the new
position, but also apprehensive.
"It is going to be a big challenge,
because it is a much larger college,"
Wendt said.
The College of Arts and Sciences at Eau
Claire contains 18 departments.
''I am partly reluctant because it is a
new position and I can't predict what will
come up as issues," Wendt said.
One of Wendt's goals at the university
will be to pursue ~xternal funding for the
college.
He said he has accomplished a lot during his time at Murray State.
"I think I have maintained the quality

of instruction the college has developed a
reputation for," Wendt said.
He also said the college has maintained
quality in recruitment, retention and
gathering external funding.
"I've also been very proud in defending
academic and artistic freedom;' Wendt
said.
Wendt said the main thing he will take
with him to Wisconsin is the people.
"I will take with me the friendships I
have made and the people r have a lot of
respect for," Wendt said. "You mostly
remember the people and personalities,
good and bad."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said Wendt has always been
helpful to students and faculty.
Said Robertson: "He is a very supportive faculty member with a genuine concern for student welfare."

Alexander lobbies for proposed funding increase
BY LISA WHEAT

1

STAff WRITER

After lobbying in Frankfort,
Murrc1}' State President Kern
Alexander awaits big dividends as
legislators consider raising iunding for st.1te universities.
"He wa~ the only one that had
the courage back in the interim to
be vocal and come forward and
expres<> his opinion," Sen. jol~Y
Pendleton, 0-Hopkinsvillc, who
sits on the Senate Appropriation~
.md Revenues Committee, said.
"Had it not been for his leadership,
we wouldn't be where we are
today."

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Over the weekend, the Kentucky
House Appropriations and Revenue Committee decided to propose a 2.7 percent increase in state
university funding the first year
and a 3.7 percent incrc<~se in two
years, Rep. Buddy Buckingham, DMurray, said. That amount is up
from the initinl 2.4 percent proposed by the Council on Postsecondary Education.
Alexander encouraged the Sennte Appropriations Committee to
takl' $17 millilln alloci'lted by the
CPE for categorical aids and make
it available to regional universities.
Alexander said he hopes that
would amount to an 8.4 percent

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

revenue increase for Murray State
in two years.
Alexander initiated support
from other Kentucky universities,
and together the effort paid off.
"We caused enough disturbance
that I know they are going to liberate ($17 million) so we can budget
it," Alexander said.
Until the budget is passed
through the state House and Senate, however, Murray State can
only count on a 2.4 percent
increase and will plan accordingly
with its 2000-01 budget preparations.
This year, Murray State is operating on an increase of 2.8 percent,

as compared with the 2.9 percent
increase in 1998-99. Alexander said
a 2.4 percent increase would not be
adequate for operation next year.
"If we don't get more than 2.4
percent, we're going to have to get
it somewhere else," he said. "The
problem is that we keep squeezing
money out of the system."
Adjustments to University funding each year reflect the increase in
the cost of Jiving. Although funding decreased this year, Alexnnder
said faculty members were gr.mted
an average 4 percent wage
increase. However, he said other
areas, such as maintenance, suffered.

SGA for lighting
did not discuss ideas and
solutions until the beginning of the spring semcs·
Several Murray State ter.
sorority members handed
Shoemaker said SGA
over signed petitions President
Brandon
requesting lights in the Kirkham announced at
sorority suite housing the SGA meeting that
parking lot at the March 1 plans were in order to
Student
Government procure lights for the
Association meeting.
sorority suite housing
Larissa
Shoemaker, parking lot.
graduate student from
Shoemaker said she also
Anna, Ill., is a member of hopes to accomplish more
Alpha Delta Pi sorority in terms of student safety
and an SGA senator.
at the housing, but the
"We spent the last week Student
Government
circulating the petitions, Association
discussed
and we presented them to only the permanent lightthe SGA this week,'' Shoe- ing at this point.
maker said.
"I would like to see
The sororities received about getting some call
the housing at the begin- boxes next to the lights,"
ning of the fall semester, Shoemaker said.
and have not had permaDewey Yeatts, associate
nent lighting since then; vice president for Facilihowever, the University ties Management, said the
placed temporary lights temporary lighting will
in the parking lot until it stay for at least some time
acquired permanent light- at the sorority housing.
ing.
"What we've got up
Several people have there is temporary and
complained about the that's all we'll have for a
temporary lighting not while," Yeatts said.
being strong enough and
In fact, the lighting may
not covering a wide even be reduced in the
enough range for students parking lot.
to feel safe walking to
Sajd Yeatts: "We may
their cars at night.
reduce
the
lighting
Although the lighting because the neighbors are
has been an issue since complaining that it is too
August, SGA members bright."
BY LOREE STARK
STAFF WRITER

WANTED
MEN & WOMEN

Bands

f o r the
K Y NATIONAL GUARD
SM P o r OCS

Thurs. Mar. 9 • Hoosier Daddy
Thurt. Mar. 16 • S~1al Reguett
Sat. Mar. 18 - Night Fish
Thurs. Mar. 26 · John & Jacob

OFFICER PROGRAM

No Minors on Band Nights
You will receive FREE COLL E GE T UITION,
$ 255.00 a mont h for 36 months throu gh M GIB,
KICKER BON US of$ 350.00 a month &
weekend drill pay.

1 3 Milles south of Murray
1 2 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline Lottery

LIMITED OPENINGS
CALL
1-800-GO-GUARD

Nurral' Na~dne11!
&p

1e

Befv e
arf Hall
I Winll v, oon • 6 p.m.
able1, food,
I
I (ream, fa1 ain

Balloo

DlN(IPlR
filii 10

oke.
I· tO p.m.
IIJDINII!

lpon1ored bl' UB/Ifil

JJol'IJ. ~~

~la.ti.num

"Where all the girls are finer than gold"
Tennessee's Best in Adult Entertainment

Beginning in March:
Your favorite Magazine Centerfold Girls &
XXX Video Vixens Monthly

Live on stage XXX Videostar

Morgan Dare,
March 16, 17 & 18.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bring in this Ad, and get 1 person in free
wi th 1 paid admission.
(This does not apply for feature shows and events!)

Visit
.COM
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Spring Break
2
00
Students plan fun
at home and afar
Possible road trip
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

One day is left before Spring Break.
Many Murray students are packing up
their swimsuits and sunscreen and
heading for greener pastures, otherwise
known as sand.
For those of you who have no plans
for Spring Break, don't give up yet. It
may be too late to organize a trip to
Daytona or Cancun, but it is not too late
to take a road trip.
From Murray, a trip in just about any
direction offers an intPresting escape
from the traditional Spring Break desti·
nations.

NORTH
Why not visit our neighbor to the
north, Illinois? On the way to Chicago,
you can stop at Alton and visit the statue of the world's tallest man, Robert
Wadlow, who stood at 8 feet 11 inches
tall.
" Kids can stand beside his statue,"

destina~ions

Ken Smith, writer for www.roadsideamerica.com, said . "It's quite a picture."
Collinsville, m. is home to the largest
bottle of ketchup in the world at 170 feet

surround Murray area

EAST

Tf you are a nature Lover, thi:s may be
the direction to take. You could stop off
at Mammoth Cave in Cave City for a
tall.
day and crawl through Fat Man's MisIf you like to play miniature golf, ery, a very narrow part of the immense
Ahlgrim Acres may be the place for caverns.
you. Located in Palatine, a suburb of
If you need to immerse yourself farChicago, Ahlgrim Acres is a miniature
ther into nature, head east to Daniel
golf course in the basement of a funeral
Boone National Forest in L.lUrel Counhome.
ty. You can see a natural bridge made of
Doug Kirby, editor of www.road·
rock 75 feet long. You could also try
sideamerica.com, said you do not have
camoin~ or canoeine: on the Red RivPr.
to have recently lost a loved one to olav.
If skimg is more your speed, Snowbut often the grieving make time for a
shoe
Mountain Ski Resort is offering a
few games.
special two day ski package for $120 a
person March 10 to 19. Snowshoe
SO UTH
Mountain is located nea~ Charleston,
Go south in Tennessee and get lost on W.Va.
Beale Street in Memphis for a couple of
days. While you are there, go ahead and WEST
make the pilgrimage to Graceland.
You can cross the mighty Mississippi
Right across the border in Tunica,
and
explore Missouri. Instead of the
Miss., you can try your hand at gambling at one of many casinos.
usual tourist traps like the Gateway

Arch, why not try the out of the way tractions web page, said.
You can find Johnson's page at
places like the world's largest pecan in
www.aristotle.net/
-russjohn/ .
Brunswick?
you
miss
being
away from WalIf
If the insane is more your style, you
Mart,
visit
the
first
W
al-Mart in Ben·
can visit the Glore Psychiatric Museum
tonville.
It
has
d
isplays,
and, you
in St. Joseph.
guessed
it,
a
gift
shop.
"At the museum, there is a giant ger·
bil wheel and a simulation witch burning on display," Kirby said. "Also, be NORTHWEST
sure to see the artistic arrangement of
If you have ever wondered about the
1,446 items swallowed by a patient and history of the recreational vehicle, make
removed from her intestines."
sure to stop in Indiana. Elkhart is home
ll.> the RV and Manufactured Home Hall
SOUTHWEST
of Fame.
"You can see the progression of the
Arkansas has a wealth of off-the-wall RV, from the mobile home to the most
tourist stops.
up·to-date Winnebago," Smith said.
In Fort Smith, you can visit the only
While in Indiana, be sure to stop by
whorehouse listoo on the national regis· and see WendeU Hanson's Bible Birds
ter of public plnces - Miss Laura's Bor- in Noblesville. Hanson has a menagerie
dello. While in Fort Smith, try to find of doves, toucans and macaws that sing
the 30-foot tall Mr. Peanut.
"Jesus Loves Me" and "Silent Night"
Siloam Springs is known for the heal- while performing bird trick parables.
ing properties in its water.
The birds, with names like Jeremiah
"There are 26 springs that you can and Isaac, perform their Passion Play
wade into," Russel Johnson, founder of while Hanson preaches about ChrisThe Arkansas Traveler's Roadside Dis- tianity.

Southern beaches
popular place
for student parties
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

Students are flocking to
some of the exotic areas in
the country for Spring Break.
The rc.1son for much of this
traveling: the partying.
Some students are making
the most of their bank
accounts and the week off
school to find the best place
to celebrate. Travel agents
cnn be helpful at finding the
best places for students to go
at the cheapest prices.
"There are really two
major places students go,
Panama (City Beach, Fla.)
and Cancun (Mexico)," Bon·
nie Meyers, Destinations
Unlimited travel agent, said.
"They go to Panama for the
beach."
MTV has been advertising
its renowned Spring Break
party in Cancun, Mexico, for
more than a month.
The network also plays old
reruns of past Spring Break
specials throughout the
entire year to keep students
in the Spring Break spirit all
year.
"A lot of students go to
Cancun because of the partying," Meyers said. "They
want to go to the non-stop
partying that is being adver·

•

tised for the MTV Spring
Break."
Other people are also
packing their beach bags and
flip-flops and are heading to
Florida, but they are staying
away from Panama City. For
example, a few students are
heading to Daytona Beach,
but not for the race cars.
Daytona Beach attracts a
large amount of people to its
shores because of its beautiful surroundings and the
large assortment of amusements, including beach front
vendors and a skyride 0\'erlooking the boardwalk,
according
to
http:/ /www.florida.com.
The boardwalk includes an
amusement park that comes
complete with a miniature
golf course, arcades and an
old-fashioned ferris wheel.
However, not all students
are passing the time during
Spring Break going to new
places. Many are making
their fun right at home.
Amanda Cottner, freshman from Louisville, is going
home for Spring Break and is
going to make her own fun .
Said Cottner: "I'm going
rock climbing, seeing if there
are any good movies playing
and hanging out with my
friends."

News

Students give up Spring Break for much needed cash
BY KYLE S HADOAN
STAff WR ITER

While many students bask in the
sun, sipping pina colad.1s and getting some much needed R and R,
other students will put their nose
to the grindstone over Spring
Break.
To them Spring Break will be an
opportunity not to take some time
off, but to earn some much needed
cash.
" I'll be pushing clothes and
cleaning up after sloppy, J,,zy

teenagers," Mariah Venard, fresh·
man from Bedford, said. "It sucks,
but hey, it's money."
She normally works in Peebles
Department Store in Mayfield, but
over brt•ak will work at the one in
Madison, Ind.
Venard is keeping a good outlook
on her impending working break.
. ''I'll get out of the house, which
is always good," Venard said.
John Sammon, freshman from
Lexington, said he will work as a
server at Max and Erma's over the
break. He also worked there last

summer.
"I ncL>d to save money for the
summer instead of wasting it," he
said . "''m not going to Cancun
and spending $800 in one week."
Snmmon snid he will take a
small break from work.
"I' m going to be working for a
few days and then I'm going out of
town with some friends," Sammon
said. "And then I'll be working a
few more when we get back."
Amber Jenkins, freshman from
Louisville, will also use a previous
employt•r to earn a few bucks over

the break. Jenkins, who will work
at Hometown Buffet in Louisville,
has worked there for about three
years.
" 1 go home and work all the holidays for a little pocket change,"
she said.
Jenkins said she will not let
work keep her from having a good
time over break.
" It's awful, but I need the
money," Jenkins said. "It will be
worth it. I' m going to take a couple
days off and go to the (Red River)
Gorge."
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The Week Ahead
CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN.

SATURDAY

• SportsIndoor track
and field,
NCAA
Championship
in Fayetteville,
Ark.
• Art show''The March
Collection
2000," Curris
Center Gallery.
Underwritten
by MSU art
major Melissa
Allen.
• Workshop27th Annual
High School
Journalism and
Broadcasting
Workshop,
Curris Center, 9
a.m. to 1 p.m.
• SportsBaseball, MSU
vs. St. Louis,
Reagan Field, 2
p.m.

• Spring Break
begins.
• Sports- Indoor
track and field,
NCAA
Championship in
Fayetteville, Ark.
• Test- PRAXIS
examination,
Faculty Hall
Room 552, 7:30
a.m. to 5 p .m.
• SportsBaseball doubleheader, MSU vs.
St. Louis, Reagan
Field, noon.

Students find ethnic variety at village market
BY TARA SHELBY
COUEGE l.JFE EDITOR

Foreign exchange students can find a "home away
from home" while attending Murray State. This place
is Gloria's World Village Foods.
Gloria's, located in the same complex as Fifteenth
and Olive, includes a grocery store, restaurant and
areas for students to sit and visit with one another.
While foods from more than 20 countries are sold,
Gloria's stocks primarily Asian, Indian and Middle
Eastern items. There are also a few items from European countries.
Store owner Gloria Shull prepares the foods in her
restaurant, located in the back of the store. She first
learned to prepare Middle Eastern dishes while
attending the University of Tennessee at Martin,
where she met several Middle Eastern exchange students.
''That was the beginning of being around people
from other countries," Shull said.
Since then, Shull and her husband, Stuart, have had
more than 100 foreign exchange students stay with
them in their home. She learned how to prepare the
dishes from their home countries, but often had to
drive as far as Nashville to buy the ingredients. This
gave the Shulls the idea to open a grocery store of foreign foods.
Gloria Shull said her goal is to provide foreign
exchange students with an area where they feel comfortable. She makes her store more homey by decorating it with authentic clothing exhibits from various

To post information in the calendar, pi101Je 7624480 or fax it to
762-3175.

..

Laura Deaton!The News

G lor ia Shull, store owner, shows the chicken feet
she sells In her store.
countries and a mural representing all the countries
between Asia and the Middle East.
Because many exchange students don't have cars,
the Shulls offer them rides home from the store. They
also help them find any services they need, from doc-

'80s band Violent Femmes Still ' gOt it'
Music
Review
Album: Violent
Femmes "Freak
Magnet"
Grade: B
Comments: "It
is certainly
refreshing to
know a band
has been able to
endure as this
one has and
still produce
good, entertaining music."

March 9, 2000

Gloria's World

HAVE A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON

FRIDAY

The Murray State N ews

By K YLE SHADOAN
STAff WRITER

There are a few good things
that came out of the '80s. The
advancement of computer technology, several cool movies like
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off" and
the band Violent Femmes.
That's about it.
Amazingly Gordon Gano and
crew are still up to their old
tricks. The band's new album,
"Freak Magnet," came out Tuesday.
My reaction to this is utter
shock. I am shocked that one, the
band members are still alive' and
two, they are still making music.
These guys have been recording

since 1981, before I was in
school.
I guess I would have to say
they've still "got it." The new
album is full of songs that stick
to the traditional Violent
Femmes style.
For example the song "Happiness Is" consists of lyrics such as
"I don't know what one means
by happyI I'm happy spasmodicallyI If I eat a chocolate turtle
I'm happy/ When the box is
empty I'm unhappy."
The Femmes' style has not
changed after all these years.
The songs still have Gano's
unusual voice blaring through
the weird, poetic lyrics with the
fun, pop-like acoustic and elec-

tric guitar rock music.
A few of the other songs of traditional Femmes style on this
album are '' Hollywood Is High,"
"Freak Magnet," " All I Want,"
" Rejoice And Be Happy," "Mosh
Pit," "I Danced," " I'm Bad" and
"A Story.''
The Violent Femmes may have
fairly simple sounding songs,
but in today's music world full
of Britney Spears wannabes and
cheesy boy bands, their prt•sence
is very much appreciated.
While there may be no "Blister
In the Sun" on this album, it is
certainly refreshing to know a
band has been able to endure as
this one has and still produce
good, entertaining music.

tors to beauticians. Shull treats all students with personal interest.
"If we could do it, for free, we would," Shull said.
Some unusual foods in Gloria's are dried squid,
bamboo leaves, seaweed, oysters, chicken and duck
feet and octopus.
They also sell snack foods from all over the world.
Many of the items, such as Korean popsicles, use red
beans in place of sugar, so the dessert is less fattening.
"It seems like other countries' snacks are healthier
than ours," Shull said.
The sitting room in Gloria's includes a self-serve
area with all types of teas, soups and noodles customers can prepare themselves.
"It's like their own kitchen," Shull said .
Students can socialize or bring their books and
study while they eat.
Shull says about half of the student customers are
from another country, predominantly Korea.
"{come by often for the Korean food," Nam SukGryou, English Language Institute student from
Korea, said.
Ayako Kato, graduate student from Japan, also
makes frequent stops at Gloria's for food items she
said she can not find at Wal-Mart.
"I can buy everything I want," Kato said. "The people are nice, and it's a good price."
Gloria's foreign items also appeal to American students.
"I come about once a week to buy pocky (a popular
Japanese snack)," Chuck Morris, freshman from Paducah, said.
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Albums
1. Dr. Dre''Chronic 2000"
2. Bone Thugs N '

Harmony"B.N.T.H.
Resurrection"
3. Smashing
Pumpkins"Machine:
Machines of
God''
4. Kid Rock"Devil with out a
Cause"
5. Macy Gray "On How Life
Is"
Source: Sunset
2000 B~nd-Music
lb!levard Music
and
The Violent Femmes began recording In 1981 and are still Terrapin Station
going strong In 2000 with " Freak Magnet."

FltEAk

¥ MAiiYET

Tuesday, Apri111 2 - 7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 12 8:30 a:m. - 4:30 p.m
Location: 3rd Floor Curns Center
Positions available:
t1 Executive
tl senator-At-Large
tl Academic Colleges
Application due by noon March 28th.
For more information call 762-6951 .
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'This is the kind
of game you have
in your nightmares'

Photos by Ryan Brooks
(Right) Aubrey Reese, senior from Auburn,
Ala., contemplates his season after SEMO's 6756 victory over Murray State in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament Championship on
Sunday. Reese hit the game-winning shot versus SEMO In the title game last season and was
OVC Player of the Year this year after ranking
17th in the nation and leading the OVC in scoring with 21 points per game.

Reese 1-for-18 as SEMO wins
automatic bid to '.Big Dance'

(Below) Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., shoots a jumper over Nyah Jones
of SEMO In the Racers' Joss. Spencer led the
Racers on Sunday with 25 points and nine
rebounds, and was MSU's only representative
on the 0\'C All-Tournament team.

8 Y JASON 81 WNGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Sometimes even the best player in a
conference can have an off night. For
the Murray State Racers, it couldn't
have come at a more inopportune time.
OVC Player of the Year Aubrey
Reese, senior from Auburn, Ala., shot
1-18 from the field, scoring only three
points for the Racers (23-9) as the
Southeast Missouri State Indians (24-6}
defeated MSU 67-56 in the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship Game for
an automatic bid into the NCAA Tournament.
"This is the kind of game you have in
your nightmares," Reese said. "They
played good defense and I just wasn't
able to come through tonight."
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson said Reese and the rest of the Racers' shooting problems on Sunday were
the key to the SEMO victory, as the
Racers shot just 20 percent (8·40) in the
second half and 27 percent (19-71) in
the entire game.
"When your star player (Reese) has
been one of your best players aU year
long and he goes one for 18 it really
hurts," Anderson said. "Then you have
guys Like Mike Turner who start off
shooting the ball well but go cold and
Ray Cunningham shooting one for
eight. When you shoot 20 percent in the
second half, you can't win ball games
that way."
The Racers started the game on fire,
leading 21-9 with 11:22 left to go in the
first half before SEMO called a timeout.
SEMO Head Coach Gary Gamer said
the timeout was to encourage his players to play with patience on offense.
"The reason for the timeout was at
home, when they got up early on us,
we went the entire 40 minutes playing
without any offensive patience whatsoever," Gamer said. "We started the
game with no offensive. patience and
we needed to regroup."
Anderson said the Racers got out of
their offense when they got the large
lead to start the game.
" I think sometimes when you get out
to a big lead like that you find fool's
gold," he said. "I think we started off
the way we wanted to start off but then
we took some questionable shots.
When you do that it gives the other
team a chance to .score quick baskets in
transition."
Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., led Murray State with 25
points, nine rebounds and four assists.
Despite being double and tripleteamed every time he touched the ball,
Spencer re(\ched double figures, a feat
no other MSU player was able to
accomplish!
Spencer was also the only MSU player selected on the All-OVC Tournament team.

Garner said one of the keys to stopping Murray State on offense was to
stop their penetration, especially the
penetration of Reese and Spencer from
different places on the court.
The vaunted MSU "three-defense or
30," the same. defens..: that helped
Murray State defeat SEMO by 17 at the
Show Me Center in Cape Girardeau,
Mo., on Feb. 12, was broken bv the
Indians in the second half as MSU
looked to get back into the game.
"We knew their zone ("30") hurt us
last time and we didn't run our zone
offense the way we planned," All-OVC
Tournament team selection Mike Branson said. "It wasn't probably the prettiest thing to watch today, but I think we
executed our zone offense better. We
penetrated and hit the shots we needed
to win."
Another key to SEMO's win was the
play of OVC All-Tournament team
selection Antonio Short.
Short carrjed the Indians back into
the game in the first half, finishing with
13 points and five rebounds, including
a three-pointer before the halftime
buzzer that sent SEMO into the locker
room with a 30-29 lead.
OVC Tournament Most Valuable
Player Roderick Johnson of SEMO said
the three-pointer by Short was a key for
the Indians because it gave SEMO the
confidence it needed to win the game.
The big question surrounding the
Racers after the game was the chance
for an at-large bid into the NCAA
Tournament or getting a bid into the
National Invitational Tournament. Last
year, SEMO was denied both an NCAA
and NIT bid after "The Shot" from
Reese sent the Racers to face Ohio State
in the "Big Dance."
Anderson was confident the OVC
deserved a second bid to the tourney,
as this was the first time since the 195152 season that two OVC teams finished
with more than 23 wins. That year,
Western Kentucky and Murray State
accomplished that achievement.
"I said at the press conference before
the season we should get two bids for
this conference," he said. "If we had
won today I would say the same thing
for SEMO. We have played the toughest schedule in Murray State history
and still won 23 games. I just hope the
NCAA Selection Committee keeps that
in mind."
Gamer was not as confident on the
Racers' chances.
"Does Murray State deserve to get a
bid? Yes," he said. "Are they one of the
top 64 teams in the nation? Yes. But I
don't see it coming for them ."
The NCAA wiU issue the bids for the
"Big Dance" at 5:30 p.m. Sundny on
CBS. The NIT will issue their bids later
Sunday night.

How the game
was won
After Isaac Spencer
hit a lt~yttp to tie
tlte game at 50 with
8:30 to go,
Soutlreast Misso11ri
State wc11t on a
17·6 rttll to win llze
ovc litk

8:20

R.:ers
Indians

SO
52

Miclwcl Stokes
makes a jumper lo
put SEMO ahead
for good.

7:33

Racers
Indians

50
54

Mike Branso11 gives
SEMO a four-point
advantage.

4: 3

Racers
Indians

52
57

Branson nails a
lllree-poiuter to
lmgtl1en SEMO's
lend.

:43

Racers
Indians

54
60

Branso11 makes one
of two free throws
to gh1c the Indians
11 six-point lend.

:35

Racers
Indians

54
63

SEMO's Brian
makes two
free throws to git•e '
the l11dians a
llint·-poillt
admnt11ge.
Buncl1t~

:10

Racers
Indians

56
67

The Racers' lwy
Cwminglmm gives
MSU its final score
of lite game witlt a
layup. SEMO adds
two frt•e tl!row1> to
finislt the scoring
and win 67-56.

Nashville finales should not sour basketball fans opinion of seasons
Sports Talk

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

" M AYBE

I

SHOULD JUST
STAY AWAY
FROM ALL

OVC

TITLE GAMES."

What is it about Nash\·ille and
Murray State athletics this year?
After the SEMO game Sunday, r
thought maybe l was bad luck for
MSU athletics in OVC title games.
I was at the Tennessee State vs.
MSU football game in November
and we lost. l was at Sunday's game
against SEMO and MSU lost. I wasn't with the MSU rifle team when it
won the OVC title. Maybe I should
just stay away from all OVC title
games.
Nyah, that means Assistant
Sports Editor Joe Dan Dacus would
get to write all the big games for
"The News."
Seriously, though, 1 think neither
the Murray State Racers nor Lady
Racers have any reason to be
ashamed of their performances this
weekend in Nashville. Both teams

represented Murray State well and
should not be looked down upon
by either the students or the citizens
of Murray.

lady Racers
This sc.1son the Lady Racers resurrected <~ program muny Racer
fans didn't pay much attention h>
before. It wa~n ' t but o few months
ago a Lady Ra~cr game would dww
fewer than lOO f.ms, even if it was
before a Racer game. At Senior Day,
the Lady Haccrs l1<1d over 600 fans
at their game, the biggest L.1dy
Racer crowd in Regional Special
Events Center history.
The Lady Roccrs continued what
has bl'en one of lhc best years tor
MSU women's athletics in the l.1st
10 years. The MSU volleyball team
bt."Camc one of the most, if not the

most, popular women's sport on
campus. The women's soccer dub
team was formed and will begin
competing as an NCAA varsity
sport in the fall. The women's golf
team will defend its three consecutive OVC titles in April.
The Lady Racers basketball team
has built a following that could continue for years to come, but the
right recruiting decisions must be
made to bolster the team's depth
and replace senior Heather Bates.
Coach Fields, I hear there's a pretty good point guard at Murray
High by the name of Lindsay Law!'<>n who's leading the region in
~coring. I bet she would look great
in Lady Racer blue and gold colors.

Racers
As I was typing the game story

from Sunday in the Gaylord Entertainment Center pressroom, I was
listening to my WWF CD and I
thought two different songs on that
CD could represent that game.
Before the game, there were some
people who might have thought the
McMahon's song "No Chance in
Hell" could describe the Indians'
chances of victory. I realized after
the game the more appropriate
song to describe SEMO would be
Triple H's song, "It's Our Time
Now."
l feel terrible for Aubrey Reese to
go from the highlight of last year's
tournament and OVC Player of the
Year this year to having the terrible
shooting day he had Sunday.
Even though I know seniors Mike
Turner and Aaron Page better than
the other four, I wish all six of the

seniors the best of luck in their
plans for after Murray State.
They have truly been one of the
greatest Racer classes in history.
So if you St.>e any of the &ix Racer
seniors or Lady Racer seniors B~tes
or Shana Sieve on campus today
before you leave for Spring Break,
congratulate them on their careers
here at MSU.
If you see any of the returning
players for t.'ither team, give them
some encouragement for next year.
Don't
ilbandon
bilsketball
because they didn't bring the title
home this year. There's a group of
players on both te.1ms that are
ready to start a new legacy in MSU
basketball history next year.

Jason Billi11gsley 1s tltc sports £'4fitor for
"The Murray State News."
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ovc Action

Sportlight
,Andy Mazzier,

tliz Stansberry
Andy Mazzier
'and Liz Stansberry are in this
jweek's Racer
SportLight.
Ma.zzier, sophomore first baseman from Evansviii~, lnd., led the
;Murra}' State
'01oroughbreds
with a 3-for-5 perfonnance, scoring
two runs and dri:ving in four more,
'n the 'Breds' 16ll victory over
Freed-Hardeman
University Tues~ny afternoon.
Stansberry,
junior from Bargersville, Jnd.,
!scored 14 points
• nd grabbed five
rebounds in the
l41dy Racers' 67145 loss to eventual winner Tennessee Tech in the
semifinals of the
Ohio Valley Conference Tourna·
ment.
Stansberry was
also named to the
OVC Honorable
Mt.!ntion Team on
Thursday.

Fastfad
This was the
first season since
the 1951-52 season that two Ohio
1\i'alley Conference
teams finished
with 23 or more
wins. Murray
State had 23 while
Southeast Missouri State had 24.
Western Kentucky and Murray
State shared that
honor during the
'51-'52 season.

\

Point guard Aubrey Reese
named OVC Player of the Year

the second year in a row. He averaged
19.7 points per game, second in the
league to Reese.
He was also third in rebounding
(eight rpg), fourth in field goal percentage (56.6 percent) and lOth in blocked
shots.
The Lady Racers placed three players
on All-OVC teams, equaling the most
for any other conference team.
Heather Bates, senior from Connersville, Ind., and Monika Gadson,
junior from Birmingham, Ala., were
named to the Ali-OVC Second Team
whtle Liz Stansberry, junior from Bargersville, Ind., was named to the AllOVC Honorable Mention Team.
Bates averaged 14.1 points per game,
4.6 rebounds per game, 4.5 assists per
game and 2.9 steals per game this year
for the Lady Racers. She ranked second
in the OVC in steals, fourth in assists
and ninth in scoring.
Gadson led the OVC in rebounding
with nine boards per game and leads
MSU with 14.2 points per game, .61
blocks per game, .502 field-goal percentage and a free-throw percentage of .800.
Stansberry was third on the team in
scoring with 12.1 points per game,
fourth with 3.7 rebounds per game and
third with two assists per game.
She led the team with 30 three-point
baskets and hit 83.3 percent of her free
throws.

Aubrey Reese, senior from Auburn,
Ala., was named the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year on Thursday
by the league's head coaches and sports
information directors.
Reese led the OVC in scoring this sea·
son and is 17th in the nation with 21
points per game. He was also third in
the OVC in assists (4.9 apg), fifth in
steals (2.0 spg) and 15th in rebounds
(5.4 rpg).

Reese also ranks seventh in the OVC
in free throw percentage (82.4 percent),
ninth in field goal percentage (48.5 percent) and lOth in three-point percentage
(36.8 percent).
Reese is the 1-lth player in MSU history to win the award.

MSU basketball players named
to AII-OVC regular teams
The Murray State Racers and Lady
Racers each had players named to the
AU-Ohio Valley Conference teams on
Thursday.
Racers Aubrey Reese, senior from
Auburn, Ala. and Isaac Spencer, senior
from Montgomery, Ala., were named to
the All-OVC first team.
Reese Jed the conference in scoring
with 21 points per game.
Spencer was named to the team for

Sports Schedule
for Spring Break

Baseball
Standings

Baseball
Schedule

ovc

Mndlll
Wi,a:on••n·MIIw•ul.« •t ~.wm
J(;:onluctcy to • m
Wnght Sl•tr •• M<>rcht•.ld StJWIDH)

Overall
()..()
8-4

SEMO
0-0
APSU
Morehead 0-0

7-5
7-5

ITU

0·0

5-4

MTSU
APSU

0-0

3-7
10-7
4-10
2-7

0-0
UT-Martin ()..()
0-0
EKU
EIU
0-0
MSU
0-0

Sf-

1-6

1-12

U Of IWIQf I

Source: Ohio Valley

ll•.n•.

E.1.•tem IWnob •t M...,phil (DtU
nron
$1 t.nut•" Mumv sw .. (DHJ "'~'"·
Y•l•• ot Au>tln r~•Y l p m
UT·M•rtln at Stoutl'<'..t Mlooourl
tDH)t pm
O.yton ot MiJdJ.. T~ 2 p m.
M.rth ll
\\' lit'UniU"i<"~h~WIUkft It

Eastrt1l

kfNUCI<y 10 a.m.
Wrfl;ht Sure 011 M.:nlwad Stair noon
Yak~ Auolln re.1y t p 111.
t.lnMnwood atSt>u~t Mtwlurr I
pm.
Ea.ttrn Ulof\011 It M•mphi> I p.m
Akron at li••wm k<nlu<kY t:J(1 p.m
O.Ylon ot Mi.JJio lt·nn•"-"'t 2 p.m

March 9 to 11 Rille team at
NCAA Championship at Ll'11·
lngton. Va.
Much 9 Mt'l\'5 tenni~ at Sam·
ford at -4 p.m.
MarclllO 'Bred~ v' St. l.oui~o
al2p.m.
March 10 Men's t,•nni~ •t Troy
State at 2 p.m.

v•.

M.in:h 11 '81'\...l$
St.
Loui~DHJ at n<IOII.
March 11 Mt!n',. tt!nnrs ot
Alabama State ,,t I p.m.
Much U Wom,.n'll tennis at
Troy State all pm.
Man:h 13 to 14 Men's golf~~
New Orlean; lntcrallll'gt.lll'

Conference names Spencer
to AII.OVC Tournament team

batters, thus keeping FHU from coming
back into the game.

Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., was the only Racer
named to the six-player All-Ohio VaHey
Conference Tournament Team. Spencer
led MSU with 25 points and nine
rebounds in the Racers' 67-56 loss to
Southeast Missouri State Sunday in the
OVC Tournament Championship.
Spencer was joined on the team by
Kyle Hill of Eastern Illinois and Roderick Johnson, Michael Stokes, Antonio
Short and Mike Branson of Southeast
Missouri State.
Johnson was named the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

Murray State tennis teams fall
to Indiana·University, Ball State

'Breds defeat Freed·Hardeman
16-11 for second win of year
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
snapped a seven-game losing streak by
coming back from an early 8-0 deficit to
defeat Freed-Hardman University 16-11
for the 'Breds' second win of the season.
The team was led by sophomore
Andy Mazzier and senior Chris Johnson, who were both three for five. The
team was also impressed by freshman
Garner Byars' first home run when he
blasted a solo shot in the seventh inning
Senior jason Glosser came in to
relieve for 2-1/3 innings, giving up no
runs on two hits and struck out three

..............

Much 14 Women's Tennis at
We:.t Florida at 2 p.m.
M.uch 14 'Breds at Okl.thoma
at3p.m.
March 14 to 15 Women's Tt'n·
ni~ at North-South Women's
ln~rcolllgi.lte Toum.lmt'flt.

Residential
Colleges

J\.brch 17 Women'll tennl~ at
Alabama·Binningham at 3
p.m.
March 18 M/W Trxk at Mur·
ray St.lte lnvitatronal.
March 18 Wom..n's TL'I\ni:l at
Samford at 10 a.m.
Much 18 'Brcd5 vs. 'renn~'l!
TL'Ch(DH) at noon.
M~rch 19 'Breds v~. Tcnness<.oe
Tech at I p.m ..

Conference

Men
Richmond

6-0

H~ster

5-1

Hart
3-3
3-3
Regents
3-3
Clark
Franklin
1-5
Forfeit
Elizabeth
Women
Regents
4-0
2-2
Springer
2-2
Hart
1-3
Hester
Clark
1-3
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3

0

20

IUPU113

c:l
~ 16
ur..._.,

~--:-"13

F--;-4
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. . _ .... 4

Alpha Tau Omega 6-1
Pi Kc~ppa Alpha
6-1
5-2
Kappa Alpha Psi
Lambda Chi Alpha . 4·3
Alpha Gamma Rho 3-4
Alpha Sigma Phi
2-5
Sigma Chi
2-5
Sigma Phi Epsilon ()..7
ONP
Sigma Pi

Sororities/Incl.
U1CS

6-1

Tigers
6-1
Alpha Omicron Pi 5-2
Alpha Gamma Oelta4-3
Alpha Sigma Alpha 4-3

BSU

2-5

Sigma Sigma Sigma 1-6
Alpha Delta Pi
0..7

Intramural Basketball
Tournament Finals
tonight at Racer Arena
Women- 8 p.m.
Men-9p.m.
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Your favorite
UPN shows are
on UPN 46Watch and enjoy
UPN along· with
UPN 46's other
great shows -

~

Star Trek· VO}eger,
Moesha, and
The WWF Smackdown!
Queen Latifah,
Family Feud,
Cops, and
Blind Date!
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NEED CA$H???
GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!
WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!
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WHAT DO I NEED?

~

·ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
·PROOF OF INCOME

~

....

113 MINUTES $5

241 MINUTES $10
497 MINUTES $20

~·~

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS

Your Hometown Station!
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WQTV Murray
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Coming April 3
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"Sports Briefly" is compiled each week by
Jason Billingsley, sports editor.

Fraternities

SeatOII Stand. .

M'rch 15 'Breds at Oklahoma
nt3p.m.

The Murray State men's team lost to
Indiana University 5-2 Saturday in
Bloomington, Ind.
Posting individual wins for Murray
State were Nikola Aracic, sophomore
from Abaus, Germany, who won his
No. 1 singles match against Ian Arouns
of IU 6-3, 2-6, 6-4 and Thiago Gondim,
sophomore from Fortraleza, Brazil, who
won his No. 3 singles match against
Gabe Mantilla of IU 6-4,3-6, 7-6.
The Murray State women's team had
a home match with Ball State University on Saturday, losing 6-3.
Maria Alonte, sophomore from Milwaukee, won her No. 4 singles match
over Ball State's Kindad Shores 6-4,6-4
while Cheryl Graham, freshman from
Peachtree City, Ga., won her No.5 singles match against Susie Miller 6-1,6-3.
Gina Katona, junior from Budapest,
Hungary, won her No. 6 singles match
over Shelly Brizendine 6-4, 6-4.
The men's tennis team will take on
Samford todayat4 p.m. in Birmingham,
Ala., while the women will visit Troy
State on Sunday at 1 p.m.
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The Murray State Lady Racers returned home to
rebuild for next year after falling to Tennessee
Tech in the OVC semifinals Saturday.
''Some of the girls were in the weight room the
day after the game, already preparing for next season," Coach Eddie Fields said. " I don't see why we
can't be at the tournament next year."
The Lady Racers are still a relatively young
team after losing seniors Heather Bates of Con·
nersville, Ind. and Shana Sieve of Bonne Terre,
Mo. The te.1m will have thret? seniors next year:
Liz Stansberry of &rgersville, Ind., Monika Gad·
son of Birmingham, Ala. a nd Kerri Shields of
Edgewood.
All three women are considered by many to be
solid players. Gadson and St.1nsberry usually lead
scoring for the team and Shields has been one of
the most productive bench players for the Lady

Lady Racers
look to rebuild
ave experience will
help young squad
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are planning to live in the residential colleges next fall, the Housing
Office will be setup at the following locations and dates to take change
requests and reservations for the residential colleges, March 9, 21, 22.
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OVC to secure second place for most of the season.
Fields said it makes it easier to sign players if
they know they are coming into a winning program.
"When we get a chance to play bigger teams
and have a home court like RSEC, it makes it a lot
easier,'' Fields said. "(Athletic Director)E.W. Dennison has done a great job with the athletics
department to give us this opportunity."
The Lady Racers will be young, but experienced
heading into the next season as they will more
than likely be one of the teams to watch.
The players themselves are hoping not only to
go back to the OVC Championship, but to also
start their o~-n championship legacy.
" I feel that we have gained a lot of experience
this year and we will be even better next season,"
Stansberry said.
The Lady Racers program is now in the recruiting process and officials hope to bring in more
post players to aid Gadson and Stansberry.

Have you reserved your
room for Fall 2000?
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March 9 Room changes for Regents and White
Colleges. 12 - 8 p.m., Regents Lobby.
March 21 Room changes for any residential college.
12 - 5 p.m., Hester Lobby.
March 22 Room changes for any residential college.
12 - 5 p.m., Hester Lobby.
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Racers.
The Lady Racers also had stand out performances from current sophomores Shannon Preston of Memphis, Tenn., Eniko Verebes of
Budapest, Hungary and Susan Tackett of Bidwell,
Ohio and several key performances from current
freshmen Jill Buckman of Smithton, 111. and
Khadija Head of Atlanta.
'Tm reaUy excited about next se.1son," Verebes
said. "I think we will be reaUy good."
Saturday's game was the first trip for the Lady
Racers to the OVC semifinals in 10 years. This
gives them a lot of experience into the stress and
intensity of tournament play, Fields said.
"I understand a lot more now about tournament
play," Fields said. "We know that there is a lot of
work to be done to prepare for next year's tournament."
The Lady Racers also hosted the team's first
ever tournament game this season. Many fans
began to pull behind the team after the Lady Racers rose above their predicted rank of sixth in the
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Murray State University
Housing and Residence Life

''Lowest Rates In Town''

StPatrlck's Va~
is Marc~ 11

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

Serving Mexican Food, Deli Sandwiches
,_/ and COLD BEER \._

)

from

:r-----------•
~ •ftfrs. Ann c~:
: Pst~chic Reader :
1
& ,tldvisor
1
I <fells past, p,escnt dC f uture I
I and answe..s all questions I

: $5 off for MSU students :
1

._

I(

with this coupon

'i6'1-0508

1

.- ~ I

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Located on 64 1 S. Puryear, Tennessee

Requirements
At least 2 t yean of age, valid driver's license.
..Major credit cards"
Local pickup anllaltle .

(901) 247-5798

Live Music
No b<tncl over

SJ>rin~~
~

Break

Parker J=ord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main sc.
Downtown Murray
753 - 5273 Ask for Wade

Next Band

March 25

cars to vans

Big Mike Griffin

·-----------~~

Saturday,
March 2~
8 p.m.
NOW
RENTING•••

Sponsored
By:

Currls Center
I sa Floor Stables (Sunset Strips)
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POLICE: Knight: Preventing drunk driving is the officers' primary concern

INVASION: Ladybugs arrive

From Page 1

From Page 1

Murray City Police Chief John
Knight said he was unaware of a
problem but is willing to address
any student concerns. He said
there is no difference between the
way officers conduct themselves
toward students and the way they
treat the entire community.
Knight also said his officers
were very proactive agaill!it driving under the influence as are all
the police operations throughout
Kentucky. He said the officers do
not identify drivers as students,

CREDIT: Web sites
assist budgeting
From Page 1
to entice students, The Kentucky
General Assembly is currently
considering legislation to write the
ban into law. House Bill 384 is an
attempt to curb alarming loan
default rates by college students.

then look for signs of drunk driving, but they do know where to
find potential DUis. Last year the
department arrested 111 people,
community and University members, for drunk-driving offenses.
"¥.'e know when the big parties
are," Knight said. "We are looking
for it, just like New Year's Eve."
On the issue of unreasonable
searches, Knight said officers must
have "reasonable suspicion"
before they can ask to search a car.
He said reasonable suspicion must
be something an officer can articulate, such as erratic driving, loud,

boisterous conduct, alcohol containers or rolling papers. He said
he takes the Fourth Amendment,
which protects against unreason·
able searches and seizures, very
seriously and the department uses
microphones and video recorders,
which can help to protect the public as well as the officers.
" I am in no way advocating that
students get too bold, but if the
officer asks for consent (to search a
car) they can .tell him no," Knight
said. "Make sure the officer is asking though, and not telling."
SGA Secretary Michael Thome

met with Knight on Tuesday to
convey the views of the students.
He said he was hopeful after the
meeting and he feels the students
and the officers can find a common
ground.
"I think Chief Knight is con·
cemed with the image of the police
department and the behavior of
the officers," Thorne said. "His is
doing the best he can at this
point."
Both officers of the SGA and
Knight said they would be willing
to address the issue in a public
forum.

The bill has passed in the House
and is currently awaiting approval
in the Senate. If approved by the
Senate, it is up to the governor
whether to sign it into law.
Credit card companies are also
emphasizing credit card education. A search of the four major
credit card companies' web sites
(VISA, MasterCard, Discover and
American Expre;s) shows they are
knowledgeable of the large college

student market; Each site has a
special section dedicated to students. The sites give recommendations on building good credit history, developing a budget and
being responsible with credit
cards.
The VISA site gives budget
advice that endorses s tudent
investments such as COs, savings
and Money Market Deposit
Accounts and suggests students

never be in debt more than 20 percent of their personal income. It
also provides guidelines for staying responsible with credit.
The VISA site also allows students to calculate actual costs of
credit cards, including interest and
fees. Students can enter the cost of
an item, how much they plan to
pay a month, the interest rates and
fees and the program will give a
realistic cost of the item.
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"I think ladybugs are
lucky," Monica Frizzel, freshman from Mayfield, said.
Nuisance or luck, the bugs
can cause problems.

''I used about a half of a roll
of duct tape trying to keep
ladybugs from coming in my
window," Leslie Rhenineker,
freshman from Pinckneyville,
said.
According to the University
of Kentucky Department of
Entomology web site at
http:/ / www.uky.edu/ Agriculture/ Entomology I cntfacts/trees/d416.htm the best
way to rid a residential college
room or home from the bugs is
to remove them by vacuuming
them up. Place a handkerchief
between the vacuum hose and
the dust collector bag to act as
a trap, and then release the little ladies into the outdoors.

TICKETS ON SALE
Tuesday, March Zl
9"Jentos 'freshmaker '(our

l71Dre/ g-r ea&U«e& I{Yt J!wp
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Strickland, junior from Paducah, said.
Soine students are asking
for the ladybugs to take a hint
from the nursery rhyme and
"fly away home."
"1 suffocate them," Takeisha
Thompson, sophomore from
Louisville, said. "I drown
them. I spray them with Lysol,
and they still won't go a·w ay."
Eric Evans, freshman from
Carlyle, fil., said he has many
bugs in his room because there
are no screens in Hester College. Evans woke up one
morning to find a mass ladybug suicide in his water glass.
"l was disgusted," Evans
said. "Perhaps they were
depressed."
Others say the bugs are just
fine.
"1 prefer pets with vertebrae, but the ladybugs will
do," Christina Lavallee, fresh·
man from St. Louis, said.

Some students see a more
superstitious reason for ladybugs to be around.
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Get your car ready for
Spring Break with •••

Wltere Famlllu Come Together

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.
753-4424
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Are you pregnant?
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pereot at this tlme?

WE CAN Ha.PI
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Counseling provided
Pregnancy expenMS paid
You choose loving parents
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011 Tol Free
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Evenlftt (800) 820.~1

Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SAL UTE 2000
Tuesday, Mar. 21
Wednesday, Mar. 22
Thursday, Mar. 23

1Oa.m. - 6p.m.
1Oa.m. - 6p.m.
1Oa.m. - 6p.m.

Class Ring Discounts
See the complete selection of Murray
State University Class Rings and
receive a discount if purchased during the
Senior Salute.

Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

..--........-=-

===-

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree requirements
and commencement exercises. A representative will also be available to discuss the
Master's Degree program.

Diploma Frame
Protect and dtsplay your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.

$48.95- $69.95

T hank You Notes

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for May graduates with
Certificate of Appreciation Stafford Loans. Informational booklets and loan summary totals will be available on that
Recognize and honor rhat special day. A representative will be available until 4p.m. each day.
persoo(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed cenificate.

$15

...........
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Envelope Seals
Elegant applique tor
s~aling announcement

elegant note cards, featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of 10.

inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your
graduating class. Available
in packages of 25.

$7

$6

.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will provide information
on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after graduation, how to get involved in
alumni chapter activities. and why it is important to stay in touch with Murray State.

~-

•..

CAREER SERVICES: Come establish or update your placement file with a Career
Services Otiicc representative. Information about resume preparation. interviewing, and
job search techniques will be available. Students may sign up for on-campus interviews
and pick-up information about the Career Fairs.

Say thank you with these

•

............

•Your name
• Your degree
•Your major

Personalized Announceme n ts
The best way to announce to all those special
people. Your name, degree and major will be
printed in the actual text of your announcement.
along with the time and location of the graduatiOn
ceremony. Available in packages of 20.

$30

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your Personalized
Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's Representative to order your
Class Ring.

---.
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University Store

Cap, Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $19.95 Master's $23.95
Accessories
Bachelor's

Master's

Residential College Stoles $13.25
Honor Cords $8

Hoods $54.'95

